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                      We have used Monty's Motors for years.  They are honest, and will tell you if you don't need something or if a repair can wait.  They are always pleasant, listen to your concerns and don't dumb-down the info if you are a female.   And they stand by their work - if something does go awry with a repair, they take care of it immediately.  Highly recommend them.

                    

            
                    Jean W.
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                      I absolutely love the honesty and automotive skills of Monty's!!  They are the best in west for sure!
Highly recommended!!

                    

            
                    Dave L.
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                      Went above and beyond in providing needed repairs for my truck. Several items done at no charge. Honest, straight forward and quality service.

                    

            
                    Casey O.
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Monty's Motors Inc.

      


	Auto Repair Services









						
						601 E Fry Blvd
Sierra Vista, AZ 85635

					
	
						

							520-458-2061

						
					








Call today at 520-458-2061 or come by the shop at 601 E Fry Blvd, Sierra Vista, AZ, 85635. Ask any car or truck owner in Sierra Vista who they recommend. Chances are they will tell you Monty's Motors Inc..
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